Mini
Book!

FiAness Analysis

Each K9 Fitness exercise has a function. It’s important to make sure there is balance in your fitness work. By marking
the appropriate boxes below after every training session (even the ones that aren’t specifically fitness - e.g. retrieve!),
you can ensure you aren’t favouring any particular region and forgetting about the others! Equally important is noting
when you are working on body awareness and ensuring your dog has a whole body awareness - the ultimate aim!
This record-keeping sheet will allow you to take your dog’s fitness and body awareness to new heights!
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-ick CiAh each exercise yoB do! Mark with an L (left side) or R (right side)!
Body ACareness
,ArengAh
Body ACareness
,ArengAh
Body ACareness
,ArengAh
Body ACareness
,ArengAh

FGo as far as yoB can see. .hen yoB geA Ahere!
yoB Cill be able Ao see fBrAher.G
" Zig Ziglar

CHALLENGE “Bravo
!”
The challenge!
Work through the steps over many
sessions! How far can you take
the challenge with your dog?

Use the tastiest
treats or best toys,
especially for
steps 1 to 4!!
1) Present your hand to your dog and reward
him (with a tasty treat or toy!) for touching
your palm with his nose. You can do this by
marking the moment he touches with a
clicker or saying the word “Yes!” and
following with a reward. Reward each time he
performs the behaviour!
2) Once your dog is doing this with each
presentation of your palm, you can begin waiting
longer and longer before giving the marker and
the treat.
3) Then add movement to the palm and reward
your dog for following a step, then two steps
and so on.
4) Begin presenting your palm in different positions
(e.g. below your dogs head) and reward lots!
This hand-following trick will form the basis for a
lot of our future challenges and tricks!!

5) Find the position where your dog adopts a bow
position by following your palm with his nose.
This is usually directly below your dog’s head
and between his paws. To target your palm, they
must rock back into the bow. When they do this,
give them an extra special reward and give them
a break with a game with their favourite toy!
6) Now repeat this over a number of sessions
and days. Once your dog is guessing the
position as you move your hand and is
comfortable doing it, wait him out and see if
he offers you the position. Reward him for any
little motion in the right direction.
7) When he is offering you the behaviour at every
opportunity, you can add the verbal cue!! Say
your word (“Bravo!”) just before you know he is
going to do it and give him lots of rewards!!

absoluteGENIUS club: Work on building duration (by regular rewarding while he is in
position), new locations (you may have to return to step 6 in a new place) and distance from
you (by taking it a step at a time and throwing the reward to you dog!)!

CHALLENGE “C
hin
!”

1) This is an awesome precision, calmness and body
awareness exercise!
2) We have a formula for teaching body part targeting. It
involves value priming, place away & capture, adding a
cue!
3) Value priming: this is to ensure that your dog is not
only comfortable with hand placement on chin but
actually sees it as a predictor of something fun or
tasty! We want to build this value, so that your dog
will eventually seek your hand out with his/her chin!
4) You do this by placing your hand under the chin, marking
the moment, and rewarding. Use super tasty food or extra
special toy and work slowly as this can feel strange to
some dogs!
5) It is at this point that you should also add duration
into the targeting with rapid-fire rate of
reinforcement. You can reward directly to the mouth,
maintaining chin contact with hand!
6) Do this until your dog shows super desire for resting his/
her chin in your hand! Once your dog begins to press
more firmly into your hand when you withhold the reward
for a couple of seconds, move onto the next step.

TOP TIP!! Adding a release cue to this behaviour can be
lots of fun! Use your usual release cue or say another one
and then disconnect hand from your dog until they begin
to predict the new release cue as the end of the
behaviour and disengage themselves. Reward release
each time!
7) Place away & capture: this involves placing your hand
slightly away from the chin and capturing the moment
your dog seeks it out with his/her chin! The key is to
build lots of value in the hand so that they seek it out
and don’t progress until your dog is showing that he/
she understands the behaviour!
8) Do this until your dog has a good understanding of the
moment that he/she targets his/her chin to your hand as
the desired behaviour.
9) Now build distance by moving your hand further
away! Work on building two steps, then three steps,
then side to side motion!
10) Add the cue when you have the final behaviour by saying
your chosen cue (“chin”) before you can guarantee your
dog will work to target your hand with his/her chin.
Simple!

absoluteGENIUS club: Can your dog exhibit verbal cue control with presented hand between a nose,
chin and shoulder target? Can you and your dog develop this in any position - e.g. when you are stood to
the side, sat on a chair, lying down or when your dog is in a sit, beg or even a down?

HealAh is Ahe greaAesA gifA!
conAenAmenA Ahe greaAesA CealAh!
faiAhfBlness Ahe besA
relaAionship.
" BBddha

CHALLENGE“B
The challenge!

ack”

Work through the steps over many
sessions! How far can you take the
challenge with your dog!
Use the tastiest treats or best toys to
start to train this behaviour!!

1) Stand with your dog in front of you or at a
slight angle and mark and reward any
backwards movement of the feet.
2) If you find it difficult to mark specific (and
sometimes very small!) movements that your
dog is doing, then we can set the situation up to
encourage the movements we want!

and reward, so that your dog has to walk
backwards a little more for the reward.

TOP TIPS! As you increase the amount required of your
dog, mix these up with easier times where your dog
only has to walk backwards a little!

• You can do this by placing a treat under a chair you

When rewarding your dog, throw the reward away
from you to the distance you are aiming to achieve or
beyond!

3) Your dog will soon begin to offer small
amounts of backwards walking. You can then
begin to delay (very gradually!) the marker

4) At this point, you could introduce a mat behind
your dog (if you haven’t already) that he must
walk onto to get the reward. This will allow you to
increase the distance by moving the mat further
away! Start with the mat close and work away!
5) When you can guarantee that your dog is
going to walk backwards each time, begin
saying a cue (like “back” or “reverse”) just
before the behaviour and then give an extra
special reward!

are sat on and marking and rewarding them for
walking backwards from underneath it after eating it.
• You could have a treat in your hand and close your
hand as they approach each time to encourage
backwards walking.
• You could reward them for placing a back foot on a
mat behind them and then increasing the distance the
mat is away from them.

absoluteGENIUS club: Work on building distance (by building up the behaviour and rewarding
far away), the behaviour in different positions (can your dog reverse at your side (in heel
position) or through your legs?), and with the first challenge (can your dog reverse into a bow?).

CHALLENGE “Hug”
Work through the steps over many
sessions! How far can you take the
challenge with your dog?
Use the tastiest treats or best toys to start
to train this behaviour!!

The challenge!
1) This trick is very cute as your dog hugs your leg, is
great fun and very useful to occupy your dog in
distracting situations where you want focus! It
strengthens the core of your dog without putting
extreme pressure on the spine as they support their
bodies with their legs too!
2) Start with your dog in a sit position and mark and
reward small movements of their paws to produce
more and more movement upwards to target your
leg.
3) If you find it difficult to mark specific movements that
your dog is doing, then we can make it easier for you
and them!
• Some dogs find it easier to understand upward paw
movements, if we first work on them targeting a box
or pedestal in the same way and then returning to (1).
• Some dogs will paw raise when a treat is in front of
them or if trained to a target stick - work on
reinforcing paw raises in this way and then return to
(1).

• If your dog has “paw” or “shake” on cue, then cue this

behaviour a few times to your hand and then cue
again but present your leg for paw targeting this time.
4) Once you have one paw on the leg, work on the
next in exactly the same way with - again, if you
have “paw”/“shake” on cue, then use this to your
advantage!
5) Build duration into the behaviour slowly, allowing your
dog’s strength to develop.
TOP TIPS! As you increase the amount of balance and
core strength required of your dog, mix these up with
shorter duration repetitions!
Add a release cue to the behaviour once duration has
developed by saying your usual release cue or the one
you want to use and throwing a piece of food to the
ground for your dog to eat a few times.
6) When you can guarantee that your dog is going to
hug your leg each time, begin saying a cue (like
“hug” or “close”) just before the behaviour and
then give an extra special reward!

absoluteGENIUS club: Work on building duration, the behaviour in different locations/
environments, and with things other than your leg (Can your dog hug a broom? another
person?). Can your dog maintain position if you move your leg?

CHALLENGE “B
eg
!!”

The Challenge!!
1) This behaviour builds core strength, balance and
resilience to spinal injury. It forms the basis for
other behaviours and dogs LOVE doing it!
2) You can teach this trick with a hand touch or a target
stick. To use a target stick, replace the word “hand”
with the words “target stick”.
3) Present your hand to your dog and reward him
(with a tasty treat or toy!) for touching your palm
with his nose. You can do this by marking the
moment he touches with a clicker or saying the
word “Yes!” and following with a reward. Reward
each time he performs the behaviour!
4) Once your dog is doing this with each presentation
of your palm, you can begin waiting longer and
longer before giving the marker and the treat.
5) Then add movement to the palm and reward your
dog for following a step, then two steps and so
on.
6) Begin presenting your palm in different positions
(e.g. above your dog’s head) and reward lots!
7) Now present your hand above your dog’s head
when they are in a sit!

8) Mark and reward ANY weight shift backwards or feet
lifting from the floor!
TOP TIP! You can start this against a wall for support or
build strength through the previous hug challenge if you
did it!

9) Build this up very slowly over a couple of weeks,
so that your dog develops the appropriate
musculature and core strength for this exercise!
10) To remove your hand from the situation, reward the
beg with your hand a few times and then see if your
dog will offer the position without your hand.
TOP TIP! ANY attempt at adopting the position without
your hand should be rewarded. Work through this stage
slowly and don’t get frustrated!

11)Build duration and when you are happy, you can
add a cue!
12) To add a cue, say your chosen cue (“beg”, “wave”,
etc.) just before you can guarantee your dog will offer
the behaviour. Then reward LOTS when they follow
with the behaviour!
TOP TIP!! Doubling up is an ideal way to build value in
responding to the cue! Try it out for the beg!

absoluteGENIUS club: Work on building duration, the behaviour in different locations/
environments, and a release cue into the behaviour! Can you now train your dog to hold an
object in this position? Can they go from a down or a bow to a beg?

“Small steps every day in the direction of your
goal will show its rewards when you look
behind you and see the progress on the trail
from where you came.”
" ChBck Zerambo

!itness Progress Tracker!!

evelopment

Success!

Shade in a square for each session you work towards a goal. If you make progress in the session, then fill in the next square along. If the
session involves continuing to build value in a certain step or fine-tuning performance or consistency or developing fitness before being able to
progress (i.e. development) then fill in the next square up! Filling in this chart is extremely useful as it provides reinforcement to you the trainer as
you realise that progress and fitness improvement is happening in situations when it isn’t always obvious!!

Progress

